Focus on the learning styles of freshman design students
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Using Kolb's Experiential Learning Model, this study explores learning styles of freshman design students in three consecutive academic years. Principal Component Analysis method is used to reduce the number of variables and classify them according to the priorities assigned to learning process by the design students. Findings showed that the distribution of design students through learning style preference was concentrated in assimilating group with coordinates close to the intersection of the axes of the Learning Style Type Grid. The bipolar perceive dimension indicated that the freshman design students are more related to the analytical skills of theory building, quantitative analysis and technology. Also, the bipolar process dimension showed that they have better behavioural skills compared to perceptual learning skills.
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Different aspects of design epistemology are emphasised over the last 40 years. In the early years, the problems that designers deal with were described as 'ill defined' (Reitman, 1965) or 'wicked' (Rittel, 1972). Although the final goal is 'ill defined' at the beginning, the sub goals have to be well defined throughout design process by the designer (Akin, 1986; Lawson, 1990; Cross, 2006). Cross (1982) stated that while designers deal with the ‘ill defined’ problems, their ‘mode of thinking is constructive’ and they use ‘codes that translate abstract requirements into concrete objects’ (p. 226). Also, Cross (2001) explained ‘designerly ways of knowing’ and differentiated design from other ways of knowing and underpinned the importance of knowing, thinking and acting. Later, Cross (2006) added that designers should develop an intellectual awareness by making explicit analysis and comparison of the paradigms by underlying the approaches of Simon’s ‘rational problem solving’ (Simon, 1996) and Schon’s constructivism of ‘reflective practice’ (Schon, 1983, 1984, 1987).

Dewey (1933) had argued that reflective judgements are initiated when an individual recognises that there are ‘problematic situations’ that cannot be solved by formal logic. Schon accepted Dewey’s concept of thinking in
‘problematic situations’ as a starting point and aspired to explain ‘the process of practical inquiry by combining conceptual analyses with empirical studies of expert practitioners’ (Waks, 2001, p. 38).

Furthermore, Waks (1999, 2001) argued that reflective practise theories of both Dewey and Schon are alternatives to the model of technical rationality. Also, he added that they ‘both address the same questions, and both reject the same wrong answers’ (Waks, 2001, p. 40). The fundamental difference is the description of reflective practise where Dewey explained it within the framework of scientific thinking and Schon as a professional activity. Thus, Schon set out an epistemological alternative model to design education in which design professionals acquired knowledge from tradition and experience, rather than from science. Schon (1983) defined the role of the learner as an active ‘practitioner that becomes a researcher… and engages in a continuing process of self-education’ (p. 299). Also, he described the instructor as a facilitator that provides information and resources to the designer’s inquiry and professional growth. The instructor is not an expert who is responsible for conveying standardised and scientifically determined knowledge to guide the design actions but a communication specialist who does the reflective conversation.

Kolb (1984) has built Experiential Learning Theory (ELT) on a set of theories as Dewey’s pragmatism, Lewin’s social psychology, Piaget’s cognitive-development, Ruger’s client-centred therapy, Maslow’s humanism and Perls’ Gestalt therapy. Kayes (2002) advocates that Kolb’s learning theory provides one of the few comprehensive and fully generalised models among the other experiential models that employ dialectic inquiry. Although Coffield et al. (2004) compare 13 models of learning styles according to four criteria as internal consistency, test—retest reliability, construct and predictive reliability and found to be meeting only one criterion that is the test—retest reliability. Despite Kolb and Kolb (2005a) explain the popularity of the ELT by its two characteristics as having a holistic approach and being interdisciplinary. Since ELT is widely accepted and generalised model and Learning Style Inventory test provides a framework for learning in design, it is a useful tool for exploring design education.

I Experiential Learning Theory

ELT suggests that learning is a cycle that begins with experience, continues with reflection and later leads to action that becomes a concrete experience for reflection (Kolb, 1984). In the Experiential Learning Model, there are four phases of the learning cycle, namely concrete experience (CE), reflective observation (RO), abstract conceptualisation (AC) and active experimentation (AE) (see Figure 1).

In this cyclical process, learning begins with what Dewey (1938) described as a ‘problematic situation’: a design problem given to the design student in the studio. The problem can be explained as a discrepancy between the real
and ideal, between intention and action that stimulates the learner to acquire new information as part of an active search for alternative design solutions.

ELT portrays two bipolar learning dimensions, namely perceiving (the vertical axis in Figure 1) and processing (the horizontal axis in Figure 1). A combination of scores on the two dimensions classifies learners into one of four learning styles: accommodating (CE and AE), diverging (CE and RO), converging (AC and AE) and assimilating (AC and RO). From a hypothetical point of view, a learner would consciously move through all the phases of the learning cycle (Demirbas and Demirkan, 2003). However, most of the studies showed that all learners do not equally experience each phase of the cycle. Besides, none of the phases of the cycle is more important than the others. This suggests that the preference of learners among the phases of the cycle does not make them any better or worse learners (Kolb, 1984; Smith and Kolb, 1996; Willcoxson and Prosser, 1996).

During a design project, the student transforms a field of inquiry (problem) into a proposition or scheme (alternative solution). The learning process is characterised by continual dialogue. Students learn from sharing information with one another and instructors, and from the critiques of the jury members. The most important learning experience comes from what is known in other disciplines as self-reflection, a skill central to the acquisition of all design knowledge and skills, and one that is consciously developed (Newland et al., 1987; Demirbas and Demirkan, 2003).
Many studies of learning styles have been conducted in the field of higher education (Guild, 1994; Hartman, 1995; Vermetten et al., 1999; Busato et al., 1998; Biggs, 2001; Coffield et al., 2004). Although the studies classify different learning types and/or styles in different ways, their aims and instructional approaches around the cycle of learning models are similar (Demirbas and Demirkan, 2007). Consequently, the learning process in design education can be underpinned by ELT of Kolb (1984). Recently, design educators have started to explore the characteristics of learning styles of students that can be used for the enhancement of learning in design (Demirbas, 2001; Demirbas and Demirkan, 2003, 2007; Kvan and Yunyan, 2005). This literature suggests that design students should learn by experiencing, reflecting, thinking and doing in the process of finding solutions to assigned design problems. Therefore, design education can be considered as being in line with the ELT of Kolb (1984).

The research problem is specified in three research questions:

1. What are the mean values for the four phases (CE, RO, AC and AE) and two combined scores (AE–RO and AC–CE) of the freshman design students? What is the location of the freshman design students on the Learning Style Type Grid?
2. Which phase (CE, RO, AC, and AE) of the learning cycle of the freshman design students is the most dominant one during design process?
3. What bipolar learning dimensions characterise the learning behaviours of the freshman design students?

2 Method

2.1 Participants

This study was conducted with a sample of 286 freshman students in three consecutive years in the Department of Interior Architecture and Environmental Design at Bilkent University. There were 111 freshman students in the first year, 88 freshman students in the second year and 87 freshman students in the third year. The age range was 17–27 in all years. There was no significant relationship between the sample year and the learning style of the design students ($\chi^2 = 11.224$, df = 6, $p = 0.082$). Among the participants, there were 135 (47.2%) males and 151 (52.8%) females.

2.2 Instrument and procedure

The learning styles of the freshman design students were determined by using the Turkish version of the Learning Style Inventory (LSI) test of Kolb (1999) that contains 12 items. The preliminary Turkish version of the LSI test was developed and tested by Askar and Akkoyunlu (1993). They gave the translated test to 103 students with different disciplinary backgrounds: namely, as science (37%), social sciences (52%) and engineering (12%). They reported that the alpha values ranged from 0.58 to 0.77 for the four basic (CE, RO, AC and AE) and two combination items (AC–CE and AE–RO) where in the Kolb’s
(1984) study the range was from 0.73 to 0.88. There may be several reasons for these lower scores; first there is a cultural difference between the two subject groups, secondly, the test was translated into Turkish and this may cause some difficulties in understanding of the respondent’s and lastly, the number of subjects was smaller when compared to Kolb’s study ($N = 268$). In this study, two bilingual experts who are native speakers translated it back to English in order to check the items with their originals. Few items are revised in Turkish translation according to their suggestions.

Data are described as ipsative if a given set of responses always sum to the same total as in LSI. Cattell (1944) coined the term ipsative for interpreting intraindividual measures meaningful in contrast to normative measures that are interpreted interindividually (Pedhazur and Schmelkin, 1991). In LSI, a subject is required to rank each of the four sentences either as 1, 2, 3 or 4 for each of the 12 items; thus the total score for each sentence for each subject is always 10 (i.e., $1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10$). In the test, for example one of the questions is ‘I learn by feeling/watching/thinking/doing’, and the respondent is asked to rank the four learning styles from 4 to 1, to the extent each learning style applies to him or her. The scoring ranks on one dimension are dependent on how a subject is measured relative to his or her other scores on that response set. Some researchers argued that ipsativity is inherent in data obtained from a forced ranking inventory in LSI (Chan, 2003) and leading to an artificial negative correlation between the four learning dimensions (Hermanussen et al., 2000). In order to overcome this limitation and reduce the number of variables by factor extraction, Principal Component Analysis method is applied to the data.

As a data reduction method, Principal Component Analysis is used that starts with the correlation matrix, where the variances of all variables are equal to 1.0. Extraction of the principal component results in a variance maximising (varimax) rotation of the original variable space because the criterion for the rotation is to maximise the variance of the new variable called the factor. The variances extracted by the factors are called the eigenvalues. Kaiser (1960) is the most widely used one that proposed to retain only factors with eigenvalues greater than 1. Items that had relationships 50% and above with the factor component were thought to describe the factor and its related scale the best, thus those items would provide the best assessment for that particular scale. The final study included only these items with 0.50 or more loading weights.

3 Results

3.1 Related to the distribution of learning styles
First, the descriptive statistics for the study variables were computed (see Table 1), along with the internal reliability estimates (alpha coefficients). The mean value for AC–CE is 7.44 and for AE–RO is 5.20. The range of the alpha values was from 0.54 to 0.69.
Based on these values, the location of the freshman design students can be described as assimilating learners (see Figure 2) by the coordinate points (5.20, 7.44) on the Learning Style Type Grid (Kolb, 1999). The cut point for the AE\textsubscript{e}RO scale is \(+6\) and the cut point for the AC\textsubscript{e}CE scale is \(+7\) (Kolb and Kolb, 2005b). The assimilating learners are defined by AE\textsubscript{e}RO < 6 and AC\textsubscript{e}CE > 7.

### 3.2 Results related to the items

Principal Component Analysis on the 48 items (12 statements \(\times 4\) sentence endings, \(N = 286\)) showed that 17 factors had eigenvalues greater than 1.00. This analysis followed by varimax rotation resulted in four factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 (Table 2). Using factor loadings greater than \(\pm 0.50\), there were three factors after rotation with varimax with Kaiser normalisation. Since ipsative scores are interdependent, this may limit the factorability of the primary variables. The following findings are

- Factor 1 (eigenvalue = 6.69, 13.94\% of total variance) loaded on five negative CE items and two AE items;
- Factor 2 (eigenvalue = 4.37, 9.09\% of total variance) loaded on two negative RO items, one CE and one AC item;
- Factor 3 (eigenvalue = 3.14, 6.54\% of total variance) loaded on two negative AE items and one AC item.

### 3.3 Related to the bipolar learning dimensions

The four primary variables are ipsative because of the forced-choice format of the instrument. ‘The combination scores AC\textsubscript{e}CE and AE\textsubscript{e}RO, however, are not ipsative’ (Kolb and Kolb, 2005b, p. 12). Principal Component Analysis on the 24 items (12 statements \(\times 2\) sentence endings equals 24, \(N = 286\)) showed that eight factors had eigenvalues greater than 1.00. The varimax rotation resulted in four factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 (Table 3). Using the factor loadings greater than \(\pm 0.50\), there were four factors after rotation with varimax with Kaiser normalisation. The first factor can be interpreted as ‘the thinking (AC) oriented perceiving dimension’, and the rest as ‘the doing (AE) oriented process dimensions’ (see Figure 1).
The bipolar data were analysed using the Principal Component Analysis of the $24 \times 24$-correlation matrix and the varimax rotation of 23 factors (i.e., $24 - 1$ factors). The following findings are

Factor 1 (eigenvalue $= 4.51$, 18.79% of total variance) loaded on five AC–CE items;

Factor 2 (eigenvalue $= 2.25$, 9.36% of total variance) loaded on three AE–RO items;

The data were then used to construct the following table:

**Table 2 Results of 48 items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items (loadings)</th>
<th>Sample items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE9 (–0.857)</td>
<td>I learn best when I do not rely on my feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE4 (–0.784)</td>
<td>I do not learn by feeling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE6 (–0.772)</td>
<td>When I am learning I am not an intuitive person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE2 (–0.696)</td>
<td>I learn best when I do not trust my hunches and feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE1 (–0.656)</td>
<td>When I learn I do not like to deal with my feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE9 (0.614)</td>
<td>When I learn, I do not like to be active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE8 (0.516)</td>
<td>When I learn I like to see results from my work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO3 (–0.857)</td>
<td>When I am learning I am not quiet and reserved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO10 (–0.824)</td>
<td>When I am learning I am not a reserved person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE3 (0.587)</td>
<td>When I am learning I have strong feelings and reactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC10 (0.541)</td>
<td>When I am learning I am a rational person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factor 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE11 (–0.858)</td>
<td>When I learn, I do not like to be active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE6 (–0.656)</td>
<td>When I am learning, I am not an active person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC11 (0.625)</td>
<td>When I learn, I evaluate things.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Factor 3 (eigenvalue = 1.80, 7.49% of total variance) loaded on three AE–RO items; Factor 4 (eigenvalue = 1.31, 5.44% of total variance) loaded on three AE–RO items and one AC–CE item with a negative loading.

4 Discussion

4.1 On the distribution of learning styles

In Newland et al.’s (1987) study that was conducted with 45 subjects ‘displayed an affinity for “active experimentation” and “concrete experience”; Kolb would term these students “accommodators”’ (p. 4). Newland et al. (1987) called them ‘dynamic learners’ and explained their tendency as the desire to transform their experience into understanding through external representations as sketches and final drawings. These learners have a preference for both controlling action and sensing needs (Powell and Newland, 1994). The ‘dynamic learners’ ‘can only cope with information in short bursts and therefore enjoy fast-acting learning process like brainstorming’ (Newland et al., 1987, p. 11). Also, Newland et al. (1987) explained that simple analogies and use of metaphors would help designers in understanding the basic principles that will guide them in the final drawings. With respect to interpersonal style, ‘dynamic learners’ are self-centred individuals and not good team members.

In this study, the freshman design students displayed an affinity for ‘abstract conceptualisation’ and ‘reflective observation’; Kolb called them assimilating
learners. As Hunt (1987) emphasised, these learners do not reflect their feelings in the design process. Newland et al. (1987) called these type of learners as ‘contemplative learners’ who have preference for abstracting patterns and being patient. ‘Contemplative learners’ exhibit an information need that is pattern seeking and can enable a thorough understanding of their environment (Powell and Newland, 1994). Also, they explained their strategy as being self-informing one that inhibits the final decisions which are necessary in design practice. The learning style difference between Powell and Newland’s (1994) study and this one can be explained in terms of cultural differences or a change in learning styles as a result of time where there is more than a decade between the two studies.

Kolb and Kolb (2005a) classified the architects as assimilating learners in their study and located them at the ‘reflective observation’ end of the AE–RO axis on the Learning Style Type Grid. Although this study conforms with Kolb and Kolb’s (2005a) study, the learning styles of the freshman design students are close to the intersection of the vertical axis (AC–CE = 7.44) with the horizontal axis (AE–RO = 5.20) of the Learning Style Type Grid. Therefore, it may be concluded that the freshman design students have a balanced learning style preference by being at a coordinate closer to the intersection of axes compared to the architects in Kolb and Kolb’s (2005a) study.

According to Cross (1989), design process is considered as a convergent act that is composed of divergent steps. The convergent act involves the selection of the most appropriate and feasible solution from the alternatives regarding the objectives of the design problem whereas the divergent one deals with producing a wide range of design alternatives (Cross, 1989; Dorst and Cross, 2001; Liu et al., 2003). Since an appropriate strategy in design literature is identified with its potential of design thinking for a satisfactory problem–solution pair (Cross, 1989, 2006), the design strategies should be structured regarding the convergent and divergent acts. The freshman design students with a balanced learning style preference seem to be appropriate for using the multiple divergence–convergence based design strategies. Liu et al. (2003) defined the divergence–convergence based design strategy as ‘a series of generation and evaluation rather than a single step of generation and evaluation’ (p. 355).

4.2 On the items
The primary factor is composed of five negatively loaded CE items and two positively loaded AE items (see Table 2). The primary criterion for the design students was to emphasise that they do not rely on their feelings during the design process. They are near the abstract conceptualisation (AC) end of the perceiving axis (see Figure 1). This shows that during the design process, they do not perceive the environment by relying on their feelings, but they logically analyse ideas and act as a consequence of an intellectual understanding of the
environment. Also, they declared that they learn best when they experiment by themselves or while observing the results of their work. This means making external representations as sketches and drawings and also, the assessment of their projects by the critiques help them in learning their profession. These findings conform with ‘the designerly ways of knowing’ as Cross (2001) emphasised the importance of knowing and acting in design process.

The secondary factor is composed two negatively loaded RO items and one CE and one AC positively loaded item (see Table 2). For the students, the secondary criterion is that the designer is not a reserved person during the design process. The design students are near active experimentation (AE) end of the process axis. When they are learning, they have strong feelings and reactions while acting as a rational person.

The tertiary factor is composed of two negatively loaded AE items and one positively loaded AC item (see Table 2). As the first factor they have declared that they like to draw sketches and drawings, but they also admitted that this process is not an active one. This is supported by the third item of this factor that shows this process is dependent upon abstract conceptualisation (AC). It involves logical analysis of ideas, systematic planning and intellectual understanding of the environment.

4.3 On the bipolar learning dimensions

Boyatzis and Kolb (1995, 1997) developed the Learning Skills Profile (LSP) to assess systematically the adaptive competencies associated with the learning styles. Analysing the relationship between LSP and LSI, Yamazaki et al. (2003) determined the relationships between the two bipolar dimensions and the learning skills. Kolb and Kolb (2005b) found that ‘AC–CE was negatively related to the interpersonal skills of leadership, relationship, and help and positively related to the analytical skills of theory building, quantitative analysis, and technology as predicted. The AE–RO dimension did not relate to the perceptual/information skills of sense making, information gathering but did relate to the behavioural skills of goal setting and initiative, as predicted’ (p. 28).

As seen in Table 3, the first factor is a combination of five AC–CE items with positive loadings. The learning style of design students specialising in conceptualisation showed higher levels of skill development in analytical skills (AC) and lower levels of skill development in interpersonal skills (CE). This shows the design students are positively related to the analytical learning skills of theory building, quantitative analysis, and technology and computer. The second, third and fourth factors are combination of three, four and three AE–RO items with positive loadings, respectively. These factors point out that the design students have better behavioural learning skills (AE) compared to perceptual learning skills (RO). Also, it is concluded that these design students have behavioural learning skills of goal setting and they are active and initiative.
Conclusion

The ELT (Kolb and Kolb, 2005a) proposed that ‘learning is a holistic process of adaptation to the world. Not just the result of cognition, learning involves the integrated functioning of the total person — thinking, feeling, perceiving and behaving’ (p. 194). The findings of this study showed that the learning styles of the freshman design students generally are close to the intersection of the axes of the Learning Style Type Grid. Therefore, it may be concluded that the freshman design students have a balanced learning style preference compared to the architects in Kolb and Kolb’s (2005a) study. Kolb and Kolb (2005a) have found that learners with balanced learning profiles are more adaptive and flexible learners. The findings in this study also support the previous works of the authors (Demirbas and Demirkan, 2003, 2007) who found in their analysis of the design process that the learning cycle was a recursive one that uses experiencing, reflecting, thinking and acting.

The bipolar perceive dimension (AC–CE) indicated that the freshman design students are more related to the analytical skills of theory building, quantitative analysis and technology. The bipolar process dimension (AE–RO) showed that the freshman design students have better behavioural skills compared to perceptual learning skills. Also, they do not rely on their feelings during the design process and learn best by external representations. The given critiques also help in developing their projects. During the design process they make the analysis of the environment and use their logic instead of their feelings.

This study is based on one design program at one university and it should be generalised by having data from several institutions. In different studies, it was proposed that the preferred learning styles were generally the reflection of a tendency more than a definite style so an adoption of different learning styles or a possible change in the learning style according to different situations and growing experience might be a possibility (Pinto et al., 1994; Duff, 1997; Busato et al., 1998; Marriott, 2002). Thus, further work may examine the change in the learning styles of design students in the following years and professional life. Moreover, a comparison between different countries may be of interest to scholars who are working in this field.
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